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Abstract
In interstitial microwave ablation (MWA), cancer is treated by applying localized heating to
the tumor tissue. Some of the challenges associated with the selective heating of cancer cells,
without damaging the surrounding tissue, entail a control of heating power for appropriate
temperature distribution. This paper is carried out on the computer simulation of liver cancer
treated using a microwave coaxial antenna (MCA). The mathematical models consist of a
coupled electromagnetic wave equation, bioheat equation and mechanical deformation
equation. In numerical simulation, these coupled mathematical models are solved by using an
axisymetric finite element method (FEM) with temperature dependent thermal and dielectric
properties to describe the microwave power absorbed, specific absorption rate (SAR)
distribution, temperature distribution and strain distribution in liver tissue. The comparison of
the simulated results in model with and without deformation is also considered in order to
approach realistic tissue modeling. The results show that the model with deformation, which
is the more accurate way to simulate the physical characteristics of therapeutic liver cancer
compared to the literature results and hence leads to more useful in the medical approach.
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1. Introduction

Microwave is a one heat source that is an attractive alternative over conventional heating
methods because an electromagnetic wave that penetrates the surface is converted into
thermal energy within the material. High speed startup, selective energy absorption,
instantaneous electric control, non-pollution, high energy efficiency, and high product quality
are several advantages of microwave heating. Therefore, these technologies have been used in
many industrial and household applications. For example, food industry for drying,
pasteurization, sterilization, etc. [1]. Other uses include, heating process [2], vulcanization
processing, curing of cement [3], melting of frozen products [4], drying of foods [5] and
drying of textiles. Recently, microwave has been introduced as a rapid method of delivering
high temperatures to destroy the cancer cells.

Liver cancer is a significant worldwide public health issue. The disease has a mortality rate of
100% at 5 years in untreated cases [6] and results in the deaths of more than one million
people each year worldwide [7]. In this past, possible treatments for liver cancer are surgical
resection, cryosurgery, chemotherapy, radiation and radiofrequency ablation (RFA) [8]. Each
therapy method is limited by the side effects of the treatment. There are many types of new
technologies to reduce the injury effects. One promising alternative liver cancer treatment is
microwave ablation (MWA), using microwaves. The energy from the microwave frequency
waves emitted by the microwave coaxial antenna (MCA) creates heat in the local cancerous
tissue cancer without the damaging surrounding tissue. MWA is a minimally invasive
modality for the local treatment of solid tumors and can also enhance the effects of certain
anticancer drugs [9]. In addition, MWA results in a large zone of active heating to the liver
tissue.

The experimental cancer therapy cannot be carried out on live human beings. Consequently,
there are experimental studies in animals [10]. However, they may not represent a realistic
situation of cancer treatment. Therefore, the modeling of MWA in biological tissue is needed.
Most studies used bioheat equation for heat transfer analysis. Pennes’s bioheat equation,
introduced by Pennes [11] based on the heat diffusion equation, is a frequency used for
analysis of heat transfer in biological tissues. The studies of high temperatures tissue ablation
using a modified bioheat equation to include tissue internal water evaporation during heating
have been proposed [12]. The simulation result is found in agreement with experimental
results. Okajima et. al. [13] derived the dimensionless steady-state solutions of bioheat
transfer equation to discuss the bioheat transfer characteristics common to all organs or
tissues. Chua and Chou [14] have developed a bioheat model to study the freeze–thaw
thermal process of cryosurgery. Many studies have been conducted using the coupled model

of the bioheat equation and electromagnetic wave equation [15,16]. By using the model, in
the area of antenna design, several researchers have numerically modeled and studied the
performance of the designed antenna [17,18]. At present, there are three principal techniques
that exist within computational electromagnetic (CEM); the finite-difference time-domain
(FDTD) method, the method of moments (MOM), and the finite element method (FEM).
FEM has been extensively used in simulations of cardiac and hepatic RFA process [19].
Moreover, FEM models can provide users with quick, accurate solutions to multiple systems
of differential equations, and as such, are well suited to heat transfer problems like ablation
process.

In reality, when biological tissue gains heat from an outer heat source, its shape is deformed
and induced thermal strain in the biological tissue. There was a research which presents a
coupled model of bioheat transfer and a mechanical deformation in biological tissue to obtain
quantitative descriptions of thermomechanical behavior of biological tissue [20]. Some work
has been done in the simulation of thermomechanical response in skin under medical
electromagnetic heating [21]. Nevertheless, most of the studies have concentrated on only
electromagnetic wave propagation and heat transfer however do not consider tissue
mechanical deformation. There is a little work in MWA that presented the complete
mathematical model considered the coupled model of electromagnetic wave propagation, heat
transfer and mechanical deformation in biological tissue in the couple way. This is useful for
the development of biomedical technologies especially.

The ultimate goal of ablation technology, considering MWA, is to kill the liver cancer cells,
while effectively preserving the healthy liver tissue. Clinical treatment with MWA needs to
control the tissue temperature and the lesion generation accurately, in order to ensure cancer
cells destruction and to minimize side effects to surrounding tissue and surrounding organs.
Heat elevations are a direct consequence of altered thermal balance resulting from metabolic
and externally applied heat source [22]. Even relatively small increases in body temperature,
as well as thermal deformation, lead to such effects as altered production of hormones,
suppressed immune response, and protein denaturization [23]. Therefore, comprehension of
the phenomena of heat transfer and mechanical deformation of liver tissue under these
medical treatments can contribute to a variety of medical application. In order to describe
MWA adequately, a mathematical model that includes the mechanical behavior of tissue is
needed to represent the actual process of heat transfer in human tissue. It is essential to study
the coupled electromagnetic wave propagation, heat transfer, and mechanical deformation of
the tissue for effective treatment.

In this study, the influence of mathematical models in model with and without deformation on
microwave power absorbed, SAR distribution, temperature distribution and strain distribution
in liver tissue during MWA, are investigated systematically. Mathematical models based on
coupled equations of electromagnetic wave equation, bioheat equation and mechanical
deformation equation are solved by using an axisymetric FEM. The comparison of the present
simulated results with the simulated and experimental results obtained by Yang et al. [12] is
also considered in order to test the efficiency of the proposed model. The simulated results in
this study can be used as a guideline for the practical treatment.

2. Problem statement

This study uses a single slot MCA, to transfer microwave power into liver tissue for the
treatment of liver cancer. The MCA have a diameter of 1.79 mm because the thin antenna is
required in the interstitial treatments. A ring-shaped slot, 1 mm wide is cut off the outer
conductor 5.5 mm in length from the short-circuited tip because the effective heating around
the tip of the antenna is very important to the interstitial heating and because the electric field
becomes stronger near the slot. The MCA are composed of an inner conductor, a dielectric
and an outer conductor. The MCA are enclosed in a catheter (made of polytetrafluorethylene;
PTFE), for hygienic and guidance purposes. Figure 1 shows the model geometry of a MCA.
The MCA operates at the frequency of 2.45 GHz, a widely used frequency in MWA, and the
input microwave power is 10 W. The goal of MWA is to elevate the temperature of unwanted tissue to 50 ˚C where cancer cells are destroyed [24]. Dimensions of the MCA are
given in Table 1.

The liver tissue is considered as a cylindrical geometry. It has a 30 mm radius and 80 mm in
height and a MCA is inserted into the liver tissue with 70.5 mm depth shown in Figure 2. An
axially symmetric model is considered in this study, which minimized the computation time
while maintaining good resolution and represents the full three-dimensional result. The model
assumes that the MCA is immersed in a homogeneous smooth biological tissue. The vertical
axis is oriented along the longitudinal axis of the MCA, and the horizontal axis is oriented
along the radial direction.

The physical properties of the materials involved in the model are selected from several
literatures; [12], [21], [25-27]. The thermal properties, dielectric properties and mechanical
properties of liver tissue and MCA are given in Table 2 considered at frequency of 2.45 GHz.

3. The formulation of the mathematical model

A mathematical model has been formulated to predict the microwave power absorbed, SAR
distribution, temperature distribution and strain distribution in liver tissue under the MWA
process. As a rudimentary step of the study, some assumptions are made to simplify the
analysis. The liver tissue is the homogeneous biomaterial. In the electromagnetic wave
propagation analysis, a scattering boundary condition is set on that surface, which means that
the boundary does not disturb the electromagnetic field distribution. The microwave source is
set at the upper end of the MCA and the input microwave power emitted is adjusted to 10 W.
An electromagnetic wave, propagating in a MCA, is characterized by transverse
electromagnetic fields (TEM) [26]. In the liver tissue, an electromagnetic wave is
characterized by transverse magnetic fields (TM) [26]. The model assumes that the wall of the
MCA is a perfect electric conductor, and the dielectric properties of liver tissue have been
determined as a function of temperature. While in the heat transfer analysis, temperature
dependent properties are considered for the thermal properties. No phase change occurs
within the liver tissue, no energy exchange through the outer surface of liver tissue, and no
chemical reactions occur within the liver tissue. The outer surface between the MCA and liver
tissue is considered as insulation boundary condition. In mechanical deformation analysis, the
outer liver tissues are moving surface boundary as a result of thermal strain. The liver tissue
are connected to the MCA, are set to fixed surface boundary. The relevant boundary
conditions are described in Figure3.

3.1 Electromagnetic wave propagation analysis

The axisymetric FEM model used in this study is adapted from a MCA general model [12],
[28]. In this model, the electric and magnetic fields associated with the time-varying TEM
wave are expressed in 2D axially symmetrical cylindrical coordinates:
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In the liver tissue, the electric field also has a finite axial component, whereas the magnetic
field is purely in the azimuth direction. The electric field is in the radial direction only inside
the coaxial cable and in both radial and the axial direction inside the tissue. This allows for
the MCA to be modeled using an axisymmetric TM wave formulation. The wave equation
then becomes scalar in H  :
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where  0  8.8542 1012 F/m is the permittivity of free space.

The changes in liver tissue dielectric properties are expected to lead to changes in the location
of microwave energy deposition within the liver tissue. Dielectric properties changes by
gradient of the temperature during MWA. The relative permittivity and conductivity are
directly taken from measured to capture changes induced by temperature during thermal
ablation [29]. A linear approximation of the dielectric properties is used to estimate the
heating rate at temperatures between 37 and 100 C is given as following function:
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Microwave energy is emitted from the MCA slot, which connected to the microwave
generator. Microwave energy is propagating through the MCA and into the liver tissue from
the MCA slot. Where the boundary conditions for analyzing electromagnetic wave
propagation are considered as follows:

At the inlet of the MCA, TM wave propagation with input microwave power of 10 W is
considered. An axial symmetry boundary is applied at r  0 :
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The first order scattering boundary conditions for H  were used along the outer sides of the
liver boundaries to prevent reflection artifacts:
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where H  0  C / Zr is the excitation magnetic field.

For simplicity and to eliminate numerical error, the inner and outer conductor of the MCA is
modeled as the perfect electric conductor (PEC) boundary conditions:

nˆ  E  0

(9)

3.2 Heat transfer analysis

The heating is illustrated by the temperature distribution estimate, expressed with the bioheat
equation, first introduced by Pennes [11]. Pennes’s bioheat equation, based on the heat
diffusion equation, is a frequency used for analysis of heat transfer in biological tissues [3032]. The transient bioheat equation effectively describes how heat transfer occurs in liver
tissue. The equation can be written as:
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Where, the left hand side of Eq. (10) denotes the transient term. The first, second, third and
fourth terms on the right hand side of Eq. (10) denote heat conduction, heat dissipation by the
blood flow, metabolic heat source and external heat source (heat generation by the electric
field), respectively.

One could consider that the PTFE catheter is a thermal insulator and the heat transfer analysis
is limited to the liver tissue domain; therefore, thermal properties are only needed for liver
tissue and blood. The metabolic heat generation rate of 33,800 W/m3 [33-34] is used
throughout calculation process. The external heat source is equal to the resistive heat
generated by the electromagnetic field (microwave power absorbed) which can be defined as:
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The electrical properties strongly affect the temperature increase [35]. When microwave
propagates in liver tissue, microwave energy is absorbed by liver tissue and converted into
internal heat generation which causes the tissue temperature to rise. The SAR represents the
electromagnetic power deposited per unit mass in tissue (W/kg) and is defined by:
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The SAR distribution is widely used for performance evaluation of heating equipment
employed in MWA. Eq. (10) can be rewritten in the form of SAR as
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Both electromagnetic wave propagation analysis and heat transfer solutions are obtained. The
electromagnetic solution is iteratively and use as the external heat source of the heat transfer
model. In this study, the temperature dependent properties are considered in calculation
procedure. Valvano et al. [36] measured liver tissue thermal conductivity as a function of
temperature as shown in following correlation:
k th T   0.0012T  0.4692

(14)

Bioheat transfer processes in living tissues are often influenced by the blood perfusion
through the vascular network on the local temperature distribution [37]. When there is a
significant difference between the temperature of blood and the tissue through which it flows,
convective heat transport will occur, altering the temperatures of both the blood and the
tissue. Therefore, an understanding of the heat transfer in living tissue must be accounted for
the influence of blood perfusion. Where the blood perfusion rate which depends on
temperature can be defined as:
b T   0.000021T  0.00035

(15)

For this formulation we have assumed that the change in dielectric and thermal properties is
only dependent on tissue temperature. In actuality, it is more complex than this. However, as
we stated earlier, we are implementing a model which, while still not complete, is more
accurate than the existing thermal model. We will discuss the ramifications of this
simplification in the results and discussion sections.

The heat transfer analysis is considered only in the liver tissue domain, which does not
include the MCA. The boundaries of the liver tissue are considered as insulating boundary
conditions:
nˆ.kT   0

(16)

Initially, the temperature within the liver tissue is assumed to be uniform:
T t 0   37 C

(17)

3.3 Mechanical deformation analysis

In this study, liver tissues are considered as an isotropic material. The model is simplified to
quasi-static model as presented in several previous studies [38-39]. The physical problem of
solid mechanics for an axisymmetric geometry can be described mathematically using the
equilibrium equations (equation (18)), the stress-strain relationship (equation (19)) and the
strain displacement relationship (equation (20)) as follows [40]:
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where  is the stress (Pa),  is the strain, F is the external body load (0 for here), E is
Young's modulus (Pa),  is the poisson's ratio and u is the average displacement (m). The
thermal strain (  th ) was calculated as follows:
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T
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where Tref =37 C is the reference temperature and  is the temperature dependent tissue
thermal expansion coefficient (1/ C ). Equation (18)-(21) to describe the thermomechanical
behavior of the liver tissue, which is relative to the temperature distribution.

In this study, the liver tissue are connected to the MCA, are set to fixed surface boundary
conditions. The outer sides of the liver tissue are set to the moving surface boundary
conditions; the tissue is deformed as an effect of thermal strain. In addition, the initial stress
and strain are set to zero. And the initial temperature of liver tissue is 37 C :
Tref  37 C

(22)

 ri ,  i ,  zi and  rzi = 0 Pa

(23)

 ri ,  i ,  zi and  rzi = 0

(24)

4. Calculation procedure

In this study, the FEM is used to analyze the transient problems. The computational scheme is
to assemble axisymmetric FEM model and compute a local heat generation term by
performing an electromagnetic calculation using tissue properties. In order to obtain a good
approximation, a fine mesh is specified in the sensitive areas. The coupled equations of
electromagnetic wave propagation, bioheat equation mechanical deformation analysis is
solved by the FEM, which was implemented using COMSOLTM Multiphysics 3.4, to
demonstrate the phenomenon that occurs within the liver tissue during MWA. The microwave
power absorption at each point was computed and used to solve the time-dependent
temperature distribution. These temperatures were used to solve the mechanical deformation
equation for mechanical behavior of liver tissue, and then the obtained liver tissue
deformation was used to recalculate the electromagnetic field and microwave power
absorption. Until the steady state is reached, the temperature at each time step is collected.

The axisymmetric FEM model is discretized using triangular element, and the Lagrange
quadratic is used to approximate microwave power absorbed, SAR distribution temperature
distribution and strain distribution variation across each element. The convergence test of the
frequency of 2.45 GHz is carried out to identify the suitable numbers of element required. The
number of elements where solution is independent of mesh density is found to be 11,610. The
convergence curve resulting from the convergence test is shown in Figure 4. Where Figure 4
shows the relationship between temperature and time from simulations at a critically sensitive
point, 2.5 mm away from the antenna and longitudinally aligned with the antenna slot, for
different meshes. Computational mesh parameters shown in Table 3.

5. Results and discussion

5.1 Verification of the model

Figure 5 shows the geometry of the validation model. In the validation model, the microwave
power of 75W with frequency of 2.45 GHz and the initial liver tissue temperature of 8°C are
selected. The radius of single slot MCA is 1.25 mm. It is inserted 20 mm deep into liver
tissue. The axially symmetrical model is used to analyze the MWA process and the heating
time is 50 s. The validity of the numerical scheme is first tested by comparing the present
numerical results of model without deformation with existing numerical results [12] under the
same condition. The numerical scheme computations are in a very good agreement with the
literature results, with error less than 2%. Furthermore, to verify the accuracy of the
presented mathematical model of MWA, the resulting data of model with deformation is
validated against the experimental results obtained by [12].

Figure 6 shows the validation results of the liver tissue temperature, with respect to the
heating time of 50 s at the positions of 4.5 mm and 9.5 mm away from the MCA. It is found
that the simulated results of model with deformation are corresponded closely with the
experimental results, whereas the results of model without deformation exhibited errors at
both positions.

It is observed that the all cases temperatures of the liver tissue increased with elapsed time,
during the MWA process. The results of the simulation of model with deformation reasonable
well to the experimental results with similar trends in temperature profiles over the same
approximate time rage. Also, at 9.5 mm the results of the simulation of model with
deformation to math the experimental results better. Data from Table 4 shows that the
simulated temperature of model without deformation gives greater error than the simulated
temperature of model with deformation. In the other words, the model that includes the
mechanical deformation behavior of tissue can decrease error of the simulation. Therefore, the
developed model is reliable and can be used for the problem analysis. This important to obtain
the approaching realistic tissues modeling. Certain amounts of mismatch between the
simulated results of model with deformation (present study) and the experimental is expected,
as [12] have been identified for some dielectric and thermal properties. In addition, the error
involved in the simulation is caused by the numerical scheme.

5.2 Microwave power absorbed

The basic principle of MWA is to apply microwave power to the liver tissue through the
MCA. The microwave energy is absorbed by the liver tissue and heats it. Liver tissue is
destroyed after it is heated to a high enough temperature for a sufficiently long time. Figure 7
shows the simulated results of microwave power absorbed in liver tissues base on a frequency
of 2.45 GHz and input microwave power of 10W. Figure 7 (1) shows the microwave power
absorbed in liver tissues in model without deformation and Figure 7 (2) in model with
deformation for heating time of 30 s, 120 s, and 300 s, respectively. The figures illustrate the
volume heating effect expected from MWA. Microwaves power emitted from the MCA
propagates through the liver tissue, which is converted to heat by dielectric heating.
According to the results, in both models, the microwave power absorbed distribution is a near
ellipsoidal around the slot and its highest values in the vicinity of the slot MCA and decreases
with the distance. Where the comparison of the microwave power absorbed between in model
with and without deformation, it is found that model with deformation generates a wider
microwave power absorbed distribution pattern in liver tissue than model without
deformation.

5.3 SAR distribution

Figure 8 shows the comparison of SAR distribution between in model with and without
deformation along a line parallel to the MCA axis with r=2.5 mm which base on a frequency
of 2.45 GHz, microwave power of 10W and heating time of 300 s. In both models, the SAR
distributions gradually increase along the longitudinal axis of the MCA to a maximum at the
slot exit. In model with deformation, the peak SAR value obtained for 10W of microwave
power is 2.63 kW/kg at the insertion depth approximately of 64 mm close to the slot position.
While in model without deformation, the peak SAR value of 2.85 kW/kg is obtained at the
insertion depth approximately of 62.5 mm. After that the SAR values quickly decreases and
have the lowest value at the insertion depth of 80 mm. Considering the effect of purposed
model on the SAR distribution, it can be seen that the model, taking into account the shape
deformation, gives a slightly lower peak SAR value than the model without deformation. The
peak SAR value differences for the two models are 8.37%. However, there is no clear
difference between these two models, due to the low microwave power input from the MCA,
and the slightly changing tissue density between heating. In both models, the SAR pattern
fluctuates due to the interference of electromagnetic wave propagation from MCA.
Moreover, these results in both models correspond with a previous study by [17]. It is found
that the variation of SAR distribution in the liver tissue is due to different model assumption
is performed.

5.4 Temperature distribution

Figure 9 shows the simulated results of temperature distribution in liver tissues based on a
frequency of 2.45 GHz and microwave power of 10W. Figure 9(1) shows the temperature
distribution in liver tissues in model without deformation and Figure 9(2) in model with
deformation for heating time of 30 s, 120 s, and 300 s, respectively. The microwave power
absorbed is stronger near the tip and the slot of the MCA (as shown in Figure 7), leads to a
high temperature at near the tip and the slot of the MCA slot. In both models, the temperature
distribution forms a nearly ellipsoidal distribution around the slot and its highest values in the
vicinity of the slot MCA and decreases with the distance. That is probably because the
thermal stress overwhelms mechanical stress in this particular model. The temperature
increases rapidly in the early time of heating, reaches a peak value, and then decreases
gradually towards steady-state. That is because the microwave power absorbed within the
liver tissue attenuates owing to energy absorption, and there after the absorbed energy is
converted to the thermal energy, which increases the tissue temperature. In addition, the
temperature distribution is related to heating time and deformation of liver tissue. The
obtained results show that the maximum temperature increase is capable of destroying cancer
in liver tissue (cancer cells start to die at about 50 C ). Comparison of the temperature
distribution in both models, which corresponds with the microwave power absorbed in Figure
7. For the model without deformation, the temperature profile within the liver tissue (Figure 9
(1)) displays a strong ellipsoidal distribution, corresponding to the microwave power absorbed
(Figure 7 (1)). This is because the microwave power absorbed within the liver tissue
attenuates, owing to energy absorption, and thereafter the absorbed energy is converted into
thermal energy, which increases the liver temperature. In this model, the temperature
distribution is not influenced by the thermal strain effect. It is found that the temperature
decays quickly along the propagation direction following the microwave power absorbed. The
maximum temperature within the sample is around 93.445 C at heating time of 300 s.

For MWA of liver tissue in model with deformation, the simulations of the temperature
distribution is shown in Figure 9(2). The temperature profile within the liver tissue also
displays a strong ellipsoidal distribution, corresponding to the microwave power absorbed
(Figure 7 (2)), as same as the results of the model without deformation. Since the high
temperature in liver tissue leads to tissue deformation due to the correlation of thermal and
mechanical properties of tissue, the temperature decays much more slowly compared to that
in the model without deformation. In this model, the temperature distribution is influenced by
the thermal strain effects. Therefore, the temperature field decreases slowly along the
propagating direction. It is evident from Figure 9(2) that, in this model, there is only one peak

appearing in the temperature distribution. The maximum temperature within the sample is
around 92.724 C at heating time of 300 s.

Considering the comparison of the purposed models based on the maximum temperature, it
can be seen that the model, taking into account the shape deformation, gives a slightly lower
maximum temperature than the model without deformation. The maximum temperature
differences for the two models are about 0.778%, which base on a frequency of 2.45 GHz,
microwave power of 10 W and heating time of 300 s. This is because the penetration area of
microwave of liver tissue in the model without deformation is smaller than the penetration
area of microwave of liver tissue in the model with deformation. Therefore, the maximum
temperature of liver tissue in model without deformation is slightly higher than the maximum
temperature of liver tissue in the model with deformation.

Figure 10 shows the comparison of the four position temperature curves at the slot center the
insertion depth of

mm) of the model with and without deformation versus time. The results

of both models show similar trends of temperature distribution that is the temperature
increases rapidly in the early time of heating and approach to steady-state at increasing
heating time. The temperatures difference at the heating time of 300 s for the two models are
about 0.482% at the position of 1 mm, 0.405% at the position of 2 mm, 0.278% at the position
of 4 mm, and 0.099% at the position of 8 mm, respectively. It is observed that the liver tissue
temperature is high at the position close to the antenna slot. The temperature difference
between two models obviously occurs at the hot spot zone, due to the higher effect of
mechanical deformation. However, the severity of the resultant physiological effects produced
by small temperature increases, as well as mechanical deformation, can be expected to worsen
in sensitive organs. Therefore, for effective treatment, the using of model including
mechanical deformation is recommended to represent actual behavior of tissue during MWA.

5.5 Strain distribution

During MWA, temperature gradient will be occurred within the liver tissue which leads to
non-uniform thermal strain inside the liver. This mechanical deformation influences the
behavior of heat transfer within liver tissue. Figure 11 shows the simulated results of normal
strain distribution in liver tissue based on a frequency of 2.45 GHz, microwave power of 10
W and heating time of 30 s, 120 s, and 300 s, respectively. It is found that high strain
distribution occurs in the region near the MCA slot, and then decreases with distance from the
MCA due to the SAR distribution effect. In addition, the normal strain distribution is also
presented at the boundary of the liver tissue and this strain causing an effect on the SAR and
on the temperature distribution. This means that the thermally induced deformation of tissue

may play a role in the MWA process of any tissues, which however it is not taken into
account in the current MWA treatments study.

Figure 12 show the comparison of four position strain curves at the slot center the insertion
depth of

mm) where the model with deformation versus time. It is found that the strain

increases rapidly in the early time of heating, reaches a peak value, and then decreases
gradually toward steady-state. In addition, the liver tissue at the position of 1 mm displays a
highest strain, followed by the position of 2 mm, 4 mm and 8 mm, respectively. It is observed
that the strain profiles show the similar trend of temperature profiles, over the same
approximation time range. All positions show a positive strain, except at the position of 8
mm, in which the negative value is shown. This is a negative strain, it denotes the tissue
shrinkage. It can be concluded that, the liver tissue near the MCA will be influenced by
temperature distribution than the liver tissue far away from the MCA. This will affect the heat
transfer within the liver tissue.

6. Conclusion

Clinical treatment with MWA needs an accurate control of the lesion generation in order to
ensure cancer tissue destruction and to minimize damage to normal liver tissue. Computer
simulation is necessary to optimize the MWA procedure. For effective treatment, a model that
represents the complete mathematical model considered electromagnetic wave propagation,
heat transfer and mechanical deformation of biological tissue is needed. In this work, the
model with and without deformation is carried out in order to compare their effects on the
microwave power absorbed, SAR distribution, temperature distribution and strain distribution
in liver tissue. The developed models from this work have enabled us to get more accurate
predictions during MWA using a MCA. In addition, the simulated results in this study can be
used as a guideline for the practical treatment.

In next step of research, the formulation of 3D modeling for approaching realistic liver tissue
will be performed. Current work has already done is to simulate the MWA in tissue where
this tissue is modeled as a porous media base. During the MWA process, tissue will lose
water content due to the generation of water vapor, and tissue will perform multiphase flow
behavior in unsaturated hygroscopic porous media [41]. In this consideration, the capillary
pressure and vapor diffusion influences to the MWA process, where realistic behavior is
approached.
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electric field (V/m)
external body load (N)
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stress (Pa)
electric conductivity of liver (S/m)



poisson's ratio



thermal expansion coefficient (1/ C )

propagation constant (m-1)
thermal conductivity of liver tissue
(W/m. C )
propagation constant of free space (m-1)

Subscripts

input microwave power (W)
external heat source (W/m3)

b

blood

metabolism heat source (W/ m3)

el

electric

dielectric inner radius (m)

ext

external

dielectric outer radius (m)

i

initial

actual temperature ( C )
temperature of blood ( C )

inner
liver

liner
liver

reference temperature ( C )

met

metabolism

outer
r

outer
relative
reference

t
u
Z

time (s)
average displacement (m)
wave impedance in the dielectric of the
coaxial cable (  )
Greek symbols

density of liver tissue (kg/m3)
density of blood (kg/m3)


ref
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0

components of cylindrical coordinates
free space

b
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wave length (m)
angular frequency (rad/s)
blood perfusion rate (1/s)
strain
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th

thermal
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TABLES
Table 1
Dimensions of a MCA.
Materials
Inner conductor
Dielectric
Outer conductor
Catheter
Slot

Dimensions (mm)
0.135 (radial)
0.335 (radial)
0.460 (radial)
0.895 (radial)
1.000 (wide)

Table 2
Properties of liver tissue and MCA.
Parameters

Values

Parameters

Properties of liver tissue

Values

Properties of microwave coaxial antenna

Density of blood;  b

1,060 kg/m3

Relative permittivity of dielectric;  r , diel

2.03

Specific heat capacity of blood; C b

3,600 J/ kg. C

Electric conductivity of dielectric;  diel

0 S/m

Blood temperature; Tb

37 C

Relative permeability of dielectric;  r , diel

1

Relative permeability of liver;  r ,liver

1

Relative permittivity of catheter;  r , cat

2.1

Young's modulus of liver; E

10.2106 Pa

Electric conductivity of catheter;  cat

0 S/m

Poisson's ratio of liver; 

0.48

Relative permeability of catheter;  r ,cat

1

Thermal expansion coefficient of liver;  vec

110-4 1/ C

Relative permittivity of slot;  r , slot

1

Electric conductivity of slot;  slot

0 S/m

Relative permeability of slot;  r , slot

1

Metabolic heat source, Qmet

33,800 W/m

3

Table 3
Computational mesh parameters.

Mesh parameters
Element growth rate
Maximum element size scaling factor
Mesh curvature cut off
Mesh curvature factor

Values
1.3
1
0.001
0.3

Table 4
Table 4 Comparisons of RMSE of the liver tissue temperature between
the presented study and Yang et al. [12]

Position
4.5 mm
9.5 mm

Comparisons of RMSE with experiment from Yang et al. [12], (oC)
Presented study
Presented study
Yang et al. [12]
(simulation, model with
(simulation, model
(simulation, model
deformation)
without deformation)
without deformation)
6.34
12.11
11.03
2.99
4.95
5.57

